
Campaign Congregational Midweek 
Wednesday, February 5, 2014 !!!
7:07 pm Welcome and Skit: James and Jon 
Remarks and Challenges !
7:35 2014 Vision and Direction/Slide Deck: Brett !
7:50 Lesson and Charge: James !
8:10 Break for D Groups !
8:35  End  !!!!!!!!

GREATER PITTSBURGH CHURCH



!
1: Ortberg says in Chapter One: !
“I am disappointed that I still love God so little and sin so much. I always had the idea as a child that adults were 
pretty much the people they wanted to be. Yet the truth is, I am embarrassingly sinful. I am capable of dismaying 
amounts of jealousy if someone succeeds more visibly than I do. I am disappointed at my capacity to be small and 
petty. I cannot pray for very long without my mind drifting into a fantasy of angry revenge over some past slight I 
thought I had long since forgiven or some grandiose fantasy of achievement. I can convince people I’m busy and 
productive and yet waste large amounts of time watching television.” !
~This profound sense of disappointment can cause less than spiritual reactions; name some of those that you 
have felt as you consider this reality.  !
~What is a godly approach to ‘disappointment’ with ourselves? !
2: Ortberg asserts (along with Gods word) that “You were created to be a masterpiece of God. Paul writes, “For 
we are God’s poiema”— a word that can mean God’s “workmanship,” or even God’s “work of art.” !
Do you feel like a priceless work of art? Really, do you? !
What is it that keeps you from feeling this way? (don't say ‘my feelings’ we all know its more than that, name the 
things that you see in yourself that cause you to see yourself as less than God sees you) !
Can you think of a practical way to see yourself more the way that God does and less the way you typically do? 
Is it possible that you simply think far too much of yourself in general and that perhaps this ‘bitter fruit of self 
absorption' is its distorting your reality?  !
What is one practical thing with which you can replace these thoughts of self with this week? (Hint: its in your fight 
for five…) !!

POSSIBLE GROUP QUESTIONS FROM CHAPTERS 1-2


